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Let f be a normalized newform of weight 2 on PO(N) (NEm) and let

Af/~ be the abelian Bubvariety of the jacobian of the modular curve

XO(N)/~ corresponding to f. Let p be a rational prime with plN and denote

by ~ a completion of an algebraic closure of the field of p-adic numbers.p

Let K be an imaginary quadratic field and let K~/K be the anti-

cyclotomic 2' -extension of K.
p

Suppose that every rational prime R. dividing N i5 split or ramified,

in K, and every rational prime i wi th .,e2 dividin g N i8 split in K. The

main purpose of this paper then is to construct a distribution ~f on

Gal(K~/K) with values in the subspace of the ~p-vector space tpSZAf(K w )

which is generated by tbe Heegner points for K. This distribution i8 of

moderate growth w.r.t. an appropriate norm (§3.). Choosing an anti-

cyclotomic p-adic logarithm Lover K we then obtain a p-adic function

h'
f

(X,s) for every finite character ~ on Gal(K~/K) in'~he ususl way as
,L

a Mellin-Mazur integral (§4.). In the final section of the paper (§5.)

we give a simple relation (kindly suggested to me by P. Schneider) be

tween rf and the measure constructed by Mazur in [9J, §22~ which plays'

an imp~rta~t ~~le in rece~t wark .a,~-.-'PE!rr~n-ftiou{[J2J) ... O:Q •• ~ p.-~d:i:c analogue
- . - ~ . ~ ... - ~

cf the theopy of Gross-Zagier ([3J). We also make same 'furthe~ rema~k~

on rr and hf;r' respectively.

As P. Schneider pointed out to roe, Heegner points -like cyclotomic

units- behave almost like universal narms, and then by a rather formal

argument this property can be translated into a distribution relation

(Heegner points as universal narms are also treated in [9], §19. and in

[11J). In this context -BS is true for many distributions occurring in
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practice- rf i8 a special case of P. Schneider's fundamental notion of a

dis~ributlon of Galois type arising from norm-finite elements ([16]).

Acknowledgements: I would like to thank B. Mazur for 60me useful

discussions; in particular, after I talked to him about a first version

of this article, he showed me a preprint of his paper (9J, from which I

profitted very much. -I a180 would like to thank P. Schneider for several

useful suggestions and improvements on this paper.

§1. Modules in imaginary quadratic fields

Let K be an imaginary quadratic field. For n~O we denote by ~ the
n

order of K of conductor pD, where p is a fixed- rational prime. We write

~=O'O._ We let D be the discriminant of K.

There i5 a bomomorphism from the monoid of proper d -Iattiees onto
n

the monoid of proper O-lattices given by

( 1 )

Tbe (~/ DO)* / ('71/ D'7)*.. h . t . t kId thgroup v, p ~ p a J.5 J.somorp J.C 0 J. S erne UD er e map

x~ C ,n,x

where

(2)

put

q = pnO'fZJx.
n,x

Denote by I the group of proper 0' -lattices module equivalence and
n n

An = ((J/pncrt / (Z/pn Z )*) / (~" /0:).

Then (1) induces an exact sequence of finite abelian groups

O~A ~I ~ 1
0
--+0,n n

(note that ~={r1J for n~1 and that 0*/0* is non-trivial only for D=-3
n n

and D=-4, in which eases its order is 3 and 2, respectively). In parti-

cular



Note that ( 1 ) also induces a bijection between proper e -ideals
n
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prime to p and proper ~-ide&ls prime to p (the inverse map 15 given by

IX ~qnd ).
- n

Let

11 :A ~A 1n n n-
(n~1 )

be the canonical projection. The order of kerrr 16 p for n~2 and 16
n

Lemma. Let q be a proper 6-ideal prime to p. Let x~A • Then for all
-- n

X~E lT"n-+11x the lattice (C:nO' +1)C; +1 ' haB index p in (<;"ff)q •n n,x n n,x

Proof. Write ~ =~ncr • We ahall prove that
n n

(3) PGn~n,x c C;n+1~n+1 ,x'·

The Lemma will follow from this. Indeed, the inclusion

~n+1~n+1 ,x' c Gn~n,x

must be strict, sinee (~,p)=1 and so the coefficient ring of qnGn,x i5 ~n

and that of ~n+1~n+1,x' is ~n+1·

Let us now prove (3) which i5 equivalent to

(4) 2( n A ) ~ n+1~
P C;n" P "in,x C "1 n +1"P ""n+1 ,x'·

The lattices ~ and pn~ are ~ -ideals with (~,pn~ )=1, sinee (~',p)=1n n,x n n n,x

Therefore

n n
~n·p ~n,x = Gn"P ~n,x·

Therefore (4) is equivalent ta
2 n n+1

p (~ np c; ) C Gn +1 np qn+1 x'n n,x ,

or -ta

2( n ) n+1 -
p C:np C C cnp ~ +1 '.n,x n ,x

The latter inclusion, however, is obvious sinee p~ c"; , byn,x "1 n+1,x'

definition of x'.
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§2. Heegner points

For basic facts on Heegne~ points we refer to [2J (our notation will
,

be conaistent with that of [2J). Let Ne~ and auppose that every rational

prime ~ dividing N i8 split or ramified in the imaginary quadratic field

K, and every rational prime ~ with ~21N is split in K. Let ~ be a proper

6-ideal with cr/~O=~/N7 (auch an ideal n exists if and on1y if the above

conditions on N and .R- are satisfied). We put ~ =Jl.ne' , where e is the
n n n

order of K of conductor pn and p is a fixed rational prime with plN.

We let YO(N) be the open modular curve of level N, which claasifies

tripIes (E,E' .~) consisting of two elliptic curves E and E' and a cyc1ic

isogeny E~E' of degree N.

If lS:., is a proper Cl -ideal and (q.J f I i ts class we denote by
n n

(E1 ,1(: , [a] )n n '

the corresponding Heegner point (a/~~/q.,..·~1) on YO(N). It 1s rational

over the ring class field H =K(j(cr )) obtained from K by adjoining then n

j-invariant of ~ • The extension H IK i8 anti-eyelotomic with Galois group
n n

;canonically isomorphie to I by elass field theory (reeall that an abelian
n

-extension L/K is ealled anti-cyclotomie if L/~ 1s Galois and if the non-

trivial element cf Gai(K/~) aets on Gal(L/K) by eomplex conjugation).

The Galois group of H over K aets on Haegner points aeeording to
n

the formula

c1[~] . -1
(6 .1(. • [c:>t] ) = (6' .~ , [~~ ])

n n n n

(k a proper 6'n - ideal, (,R.-, p) =1, 0' [.&.iJ the Artin sy mbol of [..&-J in Gal (Rn IR) ;

cf. [2J, 4.2.) •.

Let JO(N)/~ be the jacobian of the eomplete modular eurve XO(N)/~.

The divisor

(0' .~ , [Ot.-J) - (i(O)
n n

is rational over H • and wa shall write
n

y (ß'n ,~'~, ~~] )

for its image in JO(N)(Hn ).
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Let

end put

H = U
n~O

H
n

(ZElt, Imz>O)

r tr = 2:
n~1

v = t C3 2 J 0 (N ) (Hoo ) = U lt 82'J 0 ( N) (H n ) •
n~O

By the Mordell-Weil Theore~ the group JO(N)(Hn ) is finitely ~enerated for

every n~O. The complex vector space V has an hermitian inner product

given by

<ze,z'e') = zZ' (e,e'>J.

Here e,e'~ JO(N) (H~) and < , >J i8 the normalized height pairing on

J 0 ( N) (Hco ) •

Let T be the commutative subalgebra of End~(JO(N» generated over 2

by the Hecke operators T~ with ~lN and tbe Atkin-Lehner involutions w~

with ~IN. Then T acta on V in a natural way. Since this action is self-

adjoint w.r.t. <, ), we have a spectral decomposition

v = ~ V t

F F

wh e r e F: T--) ~ run s t h r 0 u gh t he f i ni te 5 e t 0 feh arac te r s 0 f T and VF

denotes the corresponding eigenspace.

Let

r(z) = L
n~1

be a normalized newform (a,=1) of weight 2 on rO(N) and let Af/~ be the

abelian subvariety cf JO(N)/~ correspending to f ([17J. chap.7). Then

where ~ runs through the distinct complex embeddings cf ~({a 1 )1)/~ andn n_
d 2Tinz M h"d t"r" d th . f r~ "tha e • oreover) wa ave 1 an 1 1e e new orm W1n .

the corresponding character T~~. T-)A
cf

(T) (TfCl' = A'="(T)ra").

In order to obtain a spectral decomposition w.r.t. T also for

~pazJo(N)(H~) we now choose a ~-isomorphism ~=~p. Then V~~p8ZJO(N)(Hw),

and V and Vf become ~p-vector spaces.
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If ~ is 8 proper ~ -module we write
n

Yf (ff , 'J(. , [Cl] )n n

for the image of the Heegner point y(~ ,~ ,[qJ) in Vf.n n

~3. p-adic distributions 8ssociated to Heegner points

We keep all notations of §,. and §2. In particular, we let I be
n

the group of classes of proper d -lattices. For n~1 there is a surjective
n

homomorphism

v : I ~ I l' [~J~[q C1 ,Jn n n- n-

which extends the projeetion rr :A ~A 1. We letn n n-

I(D ::; 1im (I , 1T ).
~ n n

By elaas field theory I resp. Im i5 eanonieally isomorphie to
n

Gal(H /K) resp. Gal(Hm/K), and the diagram
n

)I
n

IR
Gal(H /K)

n

I 0-1
II~

res) Gal (H
n

_
1

/K)

is eommutative, wbere res is the restrietion map.

Reeall that a p-adic distribution ~ on ~ with values in an abelian

group Y i8 given by a family {\) 1 :> 1 of map8n n_

which satisfy the eompatibility relations

~ (A) ::;
n

for all n~1.

r.
11 B=An+1

21Tinza e is a normalized newfqrm of weight 2
n

Now let us suppose that

i) f(z) = L
n~1

on Po (N) ;

ii) every rational prime ~ with ~lN is split or ramified in the

imaginary quadratic field K, and ~2'N implies that l is spli-

(6) in K;

ii1) ~ is a proper ~-ideal with B/,=Z/N7 (such an x exists by ii)
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we keep ~ fixed throughout the followin b and therefore

mostly omit it from the notation);

iv) p is a rational prime with pl-N and Y=Yp i5 a root of

x
2

-apxtp=O which sa tisfies 15' ~> Ip Ip =p -1. where I. Ip 1s the

normalized p-adic absolute value on ~ •
p

From now on we will always assume that the conditions in (6) are satis-

fied.

For n~1 we define a map

by

'Vf (A) = y -n Yf (G" ,1l ,A) - 9-n -1 Yf ( {j 1 ,"k l' TI" A).
,n , n n n- n- n

We put

(7)

Theorem 1. Under the assumptions in (6) the family ~f defined by (7) is

a p-adic distribution on I~.

{(8)

Proof. We must verify (5). Write ~ instead of ~f • We haven ,n
, () -0-1 ~ ( )
L "n+1 B = 9 L Yf O'n+,tX n +1,B

~n+1B=A Yn+1 B=A

-n-2
- 5'

For p}N let T be the Hecke operator of degree p viewed as a corres
p

pondence on XO(N). Then Tp acts on Heegner points according to

T (R,j,.,r~)) = L (R~ ,~, "C_])
P --/.f~Z/p1' ~

(formu'la 6.1. in [i]; here R is an arbi trary order in K, .~J and __ are

proper R-modules, R/~~2/NZ, the BUro is taken over the p+1 sublattices

m' of index p in 1n", R ,=End (.,.,;) and i-:-, =J,.R ,,,R ,).
~ -, '-..;,' 1Tr

Let AE:I • Write A=(6t.1, where at is a proper 0' -ideal with (~,p)=1.
n n

Then

with q defined by (2), and the lattice (~n~ +,)q +1 ' has index p inn,x ,n n ,x
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ü.. by the Lemma ·in §1. (take q=tllB", Ba C;ncr =oL.). Therefore for n~1 the p
n

1a t ti c e B (<<,n 0'n +1 ) C; n +1 , x' (x'f: ker T n +1) t 0 ge t her wi t h pet> c:r~ _1 gi v e a 11 t h e

pt1 different sub1attices of ~ of index p. Since Teammutes with the
p

and BO

projection onto Vf we conc1ude

a yr (6 ,1(. ,A) = T Yf(~ ,'lIt ,A)P n n P n n

= 1T LB=A Yf ( 6~+1 ' 1(.n +1 ' B ) + Yf ( 8n - 1 '-.\n _1 ' [p~ ""n _1J )
n+1

(9) ~ Yr(ffn +1 ,l1.n +1,B) = ßpYr(O'n' ......n,A) - Yr(e'n_1.:J1.n _1,Tn A).
1Tn +1B=A

Substituting (9) into the first term on the right or (8) and obser-

-n-1 ( )
- 9 Yf en_1'~_" TTnA

-n-2 ( )
- ~ PYf (9"n ' ·1.\n ' A

-n - 2 ( ) ( ) -n -1 ( )
= 9 9a -p Yr ~ ."'-.A - 9 Yr fJ 1'"\1. 1.T AP n n n- n- n

= 9-n yr (ff ,:lt. ,A) 9-n
-'Yf(B 1'"l-\..... 1,TT A)n n n- n- n

=U (A),
n

ving that Ikerr I =p for n~2 we obtain
n

~ () -n-1 ( )
~ ~n+1 B = 9 a pYf an'~n,A

lTn +1 B=A

where in the third line we have used 92-a 9+P=0. This completes the proof.
p

We remark tbat formally Vf i8 an analogue for the "modular symbols

distribution" introduced in [6J and [7J to construct the cyc1otomic

p-adic L-function of f.

Nov recall that the group Im i5 isomorphie to FX7 , where F 1s a
p

finite group. Let Km be the fixed field of F. Then ~/K i5 the anti-

cyclotomic 7 -extension of K. Let F be the image of Funder tbe canoni-p n

cal projection I~-7I-, and let
n

J~ = lim (I /F ,v )
t-- n n n

where ~ is the reduction of ~ • We have canonical isomorphisms
n n

(10) Gal(K~K) =Im/F ~ I~.

Let Wf be the f-subeigenspace of the tp-vector space ~p8~O(N)(K~).

The group Gal(H~/K) acts on ~p8ZJO(N)(Hro) in a natural way, and the

Galois average
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cf
~f (A)

pD
(AEI )

n
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of ~fpn(A) 1s in Wf ; from the action of the Galois group on Heegner

points (§2.) we see that it only depends on the coset of A modF • We
n

define a distribution

JAf = frfpn)n~1

on Im by

( 11 ) rf : I / F ---+ Wf p,n n n ff,n (A) =

That this, in fact, is a distribution follows from the equation

\F I Ln
O'"~Fn +1

Thu5 we bave obtained

Corollary. Let KalK be the anti-cyclotomic 7p-extension of K and· let W
f

be tbe f-aubeigenspace of ~p87JO(N)(K~). Assume that tbe conditions in

(6) are satisfied. Tben via the identifications given in (10) the family

rf=frf,n1n~1 defined by (11) 18 a distribution on Gal(K~/K) taking values

in, W
f

•

§4. Mellin-Mazur transform cf rr

We viII now define an ul trametric norm 't.1I on the (t -vector space
p

~ 8zAr(~) and hence on the subspace Wr , for which rf is of moderate
p -

growth. i. e. there 18 rE [0, 1) and c~(R. such tha t \t fr, n (Ä)" ~ prn+c for

all Atln and all n (cf. (6J p[SJ); in fact, fr will be bounded if a p is

a p-adic unit.

Lemma. Let A be an abelian variety over a number field k. Then for flny

J -extension k~/k the group A(k~) modulo torsion 18 a free X-module.
p
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The above result 1s essentially clue to B. Perrin-Riou and was proved

for A an elliptic curve in [10J, II,1.3.,Thm.4: it was pointed out to me

by P. Schneider that the proof carries ovar to the general situation if

one replae8s Lemma 6 in [10J by the following argument (we use the same

notation aa in [10J): sinee e=Gal(k~/k) i5 a pro-cyclic pro-p-group, we"

have an isomorphism between H1(e,rr(k~») = H'(0,Q(km )(p» and the 8-coin

varian t5 of Jl(kOJ/k). Now Sl(ka ) (p) is a 71 -module of eofini te type, han cep

tbe e-coinvariants of n.(k~) (p) are fini te if and only if the e -invariante

ofSl(kcc)(p) are finite; the latter, bowever, isSl(k)(p), which obviously

1s finite.

Nov let wECp8~Af(K~) and let A1'~' ••• be the Cp-coordinates of W

w.r.t. any ~-basis of Af(K~) module torsion. We put

(12) IJwlJ = max{l). 13.
>1 n pn_

Using the non-archimedean property of I. J one readily sees that this
p

definition i8 independent of the chosen basis. Thus we have

Proposi tion 1. Let 11." be defined by (12). Then (lt~8~f (Kco) • 11. IJ) 15 a

normed t -vector space, and the norm i5 ultrametric.
p

Theorem 2. The distribution rr 16 of moderate growth w.r.t. 11.IJ.

Moreover, if ~p is a p-adic unit, then rf i6 bounded.

Proof. Let X = ~ ~f~ with the sum over a~l embe~dings ~ of ~({an1n~1)/~

in ~ and let r=dimltX. If FE.:K: and F(z) = E CcL(F)eCtriA-z we may viaw ccl
4.2.1

as an element of the ~-dual X' of X. Let ci ••••• c i be a basis of X'.
1. r

Then the matrix

is invertible.



If AE;I we put
n

x(O ,\1. ,A) =
n n

Cf'

Y (6",'1.\ ,A) •n n

1 1

Thus x(O' ,"t. ,A)e:Jo(N)(Kco). Let x A (er,:'t ,A) resp. xf(ß' ,'l1 ,A) be the
n n f n n n n

images of x(en'~n,A)'in Af(K~) resp. Wf • Then

(13 ) X
A

(6 ,~ , A) =
f n n

x (0' ,,'tl ,A).
v[i n n

f

Sinee T~xA (~ ,~ ,A) is rational over K , it is of norm ~1. Applying
f n n n

T~ on both sides of (13) we obtain

(Tel.x A (e ,~ ,A) )d.-=i . =
f n n 1,···,1r

( x (er, .11. , A) )B' -1 Mt,
csp. n n r - , ••• , r

f

t'where M i5 the transpose of M. Sinee the eolumn on tbe 1eft has entries

bounded w.r.t. ".", and sinee M i8 invertible and has integral algebraic

entries, wa see that x d(~ ,~ ,A) has bounded norm, and the bound is in-r n n
dependent of A.

-1
Sinee furthermore, byassumption, \glp>IPlp=P ~and J9~=1 if

la 1=1, we conclude that ff i5 of moderate growth aod i8 even boundedpp,

for la , =1.
P P

The eonjeetures of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer for abelian varieties

prediet that the.groups·~f(H~) and Af(K~) (and so the vector spaees Vf

and W
f

) are not finitely generated. In fact, let L(f8r.s) be the eomplex

L-series attached to the tensor produet of the i-adie representations

or Gal (~/~) eO,rresponding to fand ind't", where 'f: Ga1_(H
n

/K)--i'a;* is any

ring class eharacter ([2J). Then by [2J and [4J L(f8f,s) satisfies a

functiona1 equation under s~2-s, and under the assumption that every

prime dividing N is split or ramified in K, and every prime

whose square divides N 1s split in K, its root number is -1, and so in

particular. i(f@o/,1)=O. Let L(Af/Hn,S) be the Hasse-Weil L-function of

Ar/Hn • Then
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L(Ar/Hn,s) = TT L(fd~r,S)
er,,+,,

with ~ running over all characters of Gal(H IK) and c running ovar the
n

distinct complex embeddings ovar ~ of ~(lan)n~1)' and with f~ defined

as in §2. Therefore ords=1L(Ar/Hn's) goes to infinity with n~m and

hence -by the conjectures of Birch and Swinnerton Dyer- so should da

rank~Af(H ). Similar remarks apply if we replace H by H n~.
~ n n n

Note that if the results of Rohrlieh ([13,14J) and Greenberg ([1J)

could be generalized to give L'(f8f,1)fO for almost all primitive~ end

n, then it would be a consequence of the work of Gross and Zagier ([3J)

that Vf and Wf are, in fact, infinite-dimensional.

Let (W
f

, lI.11 ) be the completion of (W
f

, 11.11 ). 'We ean integrate

any continuous function g: l co /F-7a
p

w.r.t. t'r in the usual manner: if gn

is a sequence of loca11y constant functions converging uniformly to g,

we put

S
~/F

g df'f = 1im L
n-+ID A~I /Fn n

where the right-hand side is an element of Wf •

Now let L be an anti-cyclotomic p-adic logarithm over K, i.e. a

non-trivial homomorphism from Gal(ij/K) to the additive group of ~ , whose
p

K/Q conjugate is equal to its inverse (cf. [9J, §15.). Any two anti-

cyclotomic p-adic logarithms over K are proportional by an element of

~*. The fixed field of kerr is K •
p

Denote by Wr[[s]J the ~p[[sJJ-module of power series in s vith

coefficients in Wf •

Definition. Let );: Gal(Kco/K)~Cft be a cbaracter of finite order. and ·l·et
- p

"'C be an anti -cyclotomic .p-adic logari thm over."" K. As sume tha t the ·con'di-

tions in (6) hold. Then WB define the Mellin-Mazur transform of ~f 8S50

ciated to T and X as the power series

L
J

( S 'X"C
D drf ) sn

n lco/F
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Proposition 2. Let n~1 end let -X: In/Fn-+tl; be a character such that the

inflation X: In~C; of X 18 primitive (i.8. not induced by 8 character

of I with m~n). Then
-. m-- --

:x (A) Yf (0 , n , A) •n n

The proof is standard and will be left to the reader.

Proposition 3. Let ~O be the trivial character, let p>3 and aSBume that

D(-) =-1. Then
p

1 ( -2)=TF'T 1-9
o

is given as the surn cf

This 1s proved by arguments similar to those used in the proof of

Theorem 1. In general, the value hf,~(~O'O)

cL (-1 -2( ) -2(D» '""T'F'::I d.. +p 9 cl...-1 +!? - L
o P A~IO

and a certain correction term (vanishing for (D)=_1) which ari~es from
p

1 D .
the fact that the order of kerv1 is ~- (p-(p» and so depends on the

value of (D).
p

§5. Complements

5.1. Relation of rr to Mazur's distribution

The following observations were kindly suggested to me by P.

Schneider.

Assume that Ar 1s of dimension 1, let ~ be a p-adic cyelotomic

logari thm ovar K and let < , >~ be the p-adie beight pairing on Ar (K<Xt)

as soeiated to es ([9J, §20.). Let rr = f.~f, nJ n:!:.-1 be the distri bu tion on

I~/F defined by

- ~ ... - .. . - ... ~ ..
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and define the convolution product

(rtrr)n(Ä) = iit:/i <rr.n-Üi).rr.n(C»"

Then rr*rr is a tp-valued distribution. Since vf i8 of Galoi8 type in the

sense of [16J~ i.e.

v ( [~J) = \) ( [a J )a [ Gt- 1]
f~n f~n n

(cf. §2. fo~ notation)~ we can easily check (using the invariance of

< ~ >d under the action of Gal (Kcc/K) ) tha t

v - n -- -
(ffttrr)n(A) = p <rr.n([f:'n])·rr.n(A»d •

The distribution rf~ff therefore i5 of the same kind as the distribution

constructed by Mazur in [9J~ §22. Mazur's distribution playa an important

rale in tbe werk ef Perrin-Riou ([12J) on a p-adic version of the theory

of Gross-Zagier.

For simplicity auppose p>2. If wa fix an isomorphism ~: Gal(Km!K)

::; 1+pZ • than t: =clog 0 K vi th c e(Ql't and therefore
p p p

hf L:(X.s) = J X exp (cs·log OK) drf
• I /F P P

GO

(log and exp denote the p-adic logarithm and exponential~ respectively)p p
Clearly, the integra~ converges for Is' <r:=p~'c(-1. (~=1--1-1). If we fixp p p-
a topological generator r of I~/F. then

h f (~,s) = Hf (~.exp (cslog (~(o»-1),r ,-r p p ( 15 I <.r)p

with apower aeries Hf,~ (X,T)EWf([T]]. Now if laplp=1~ then rf is a

measure and henee the eoefficients of Hf,L(~~T) are bounded. One may then

ask whether Hf,~(~~S) -ir not identically zero- has only finitely many

zeros for tsl <r. This is in faet true. The argument wbich was pointedp

out to me by P. Schneider, runs as folIows.

Let L be a finite extension of ~ eontaining 9 and all the Fourier
p



coefficients a
n

,
of f. Let U be the eompletion w.r.t. l\ • I1 of the

15

f-eigenspace in L~ZJo(N)(Km). Aceording to [15J. Cor. 2.4. and Thm. 4.15.

the spaee U i8 pseudo-reflexive and henee. in particular. the natural

map of U to its topological bidusl 18 injective (loe.eit. p.6a). There

fore if ve set H(T) = Hf ~(~,T) and write
. ,

H(T) = L u r n
nn2:,n

O

with u ~o, then there is a bounded linear map R: U-=;L with ~(u )ta.
n O 00

It follows that the power series

is not identieally zera and has baunded coeffieients, and that

H~(s) = (1~R..)(H)(s) ( I s r <..r),
p

where 18~ is the natural extension of ~ to Wf=~p8LU (for the preeise

meaning .af the symbol "8" ef. [15J). Sinee by the Weierstrass Preparation

Theorem H~(s) has on1y finitely many zeros for Islp<r, the result follows

for H(T).

Aecerding to the above we ean write

(0)
Hf, "t: ('X. T) = Pf ,"t: (?\, T) Hr ,-c ('X, T) ,

where Pr (~,T) i8 a pelynomial with eaeffieients in t whese zeros coin-

,~ (0) ~ JJ (0)( )
eide with these of hf,l:(-X-,s) for ISlp<r and Hr .1:(X,T)<:Wf [[T , Hf.~ ?(',S

*0 for alls with !s}p<r. Daes the polynomial Pr,~(~,T) have any arith

metieal meaning?

5.3. A distribution induced by Yf

We wauld Iike to describe how rr induees a distribution in a some

what different way. Suppose again that Af=E is an elliptie

curve defined over ~ and assurne that E is given by a Neron minimal

equation



'6

Let ~ be a prime of .K lying above p and let" be a prime of Kco lying

above ~c~. Denote by Kco the completion of Ka." at.q. Reduction mod *induces

an isomorphism

E(K~)/EO(Kw) ~ E(k~)

where EO(Kro ) is the kernel of the reduetion map, E is the reduced curve

mod tF and ka) 18 the residue field. Sinee I\.,/K 15 totally ramified at 'f

wa ha va ka;. =r:Jlu • Pu t

( , 4 ) r = I E(k'O ) I •

View x and y as rational functions on E having poles of orders 2 and

3, respectively, at the
dx

w=
2ytR,xta3

be a differential cf the

w(t) = L
n~O

xorigin 0 cf E and put t=--. Lety

first kind on E and write

be the elliptic logarithm of the formal group of E, and let

Ep = {p~EO(Ka:.)l It (p) J p<' 1} •

Then E,. is a subgroup of EOCicQ)' and the map

PHL(t(P»

i8 a homomorphism cf E, to the additive group of Kw:(cf. e.g. [5J,

chap.III,§3.).
.....

The distribution fr now gives rise to a K~-valued distribution rr

= trf } > 1 defined by,n 0_

rr = (id@Lot)o (id8r)o~f '
,0 I ,n

where r denotes multiplication by r (cf. (14)') and id 1s the. identity map

of Z • Elementary estimates for the rate of growth of L only show that
p

Ir is of growth 1 in the sense of [8], i.e. Jlr ,n'pspntc where c is a
J

constant, and so it is not clear if analytic functions could be inte-

grated.
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NevertbelesB, if ~ is a primitive character on I /F (n~1) wen n

might ask for the meaning of the sum

1a there any analogy with Leopoldt'B analytic formula giving the value of

the Kubota-Leopoldt p-adic L-function of a primitive non-principal

Dirichlet character at a=1 in terms of the p-adic logarithm?
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